
Areas of potential inquiry of Lieutenant General Kelly: 

 

JUDGE ADVOCATE REQUIREMENTS – CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS 

 

Since 9/11, there has been a significant increase in demand by 

joint and combined staffs, headquarters agencies and within 

operational units for operational law support.  Much of this is 

of course related to Operations Enduring and Iraqi Freedom (OEF, 

OIF).  The following questions are with respect to your 

experience in OIF, both as Assistant Division Commander and 

later Commanding General, I Marine Expeditionary Force (Fwd). 

 

1.  How were the operational law requirements for the mission in 

OIF determined? 

 

2.  What were the primary tasks for your operational law 

support? (e.g. LOW/ROE training, advice and investigations; 

detainee operations, rule of law, governance, etc.)  

 

3.  How did these requirements differ from the traditional role 

of judge advocates in your past experiences? 

 

4.  Was the operational law support you received adequate, in 

terms of training, experience and numbers of judge advocates? 

 

5.  How did the operational law support you received contribute 

to mission accomplishment? 

 

6.  To what extent does the model for operational law support, 

used in OIF, provide a basis for a new legal support doctrine?   

 

(i.e. do you expect that MAGTFs assigned to future contingency 

missions will likely require operational law support to be 

assigned to more subordinate levels of command and to be 

assigned a similarly broad range of tasks.) 

 

JUDGE ADVOCATE REQUIREMENTS – ON JOINT AND COMBINED STAFFS 

 

Since 9/11 there has been a significant increase in demand by 

joint and combined staffs for operational law support, and in 

certain discrete areas of practice, such as detention 

operations, rule of law operations, cyber operations, 

environmental law, rules of engagement and targeting, 

humanitarian assistance and disaster relief missions, foreign 

military assistance and training.  In light of this, one can 

infer from a review of the priorities established in the QDR 



2010, that the demand for operational law advice will likely 

continue to increase in the future.   

 

1. Can you tell us, at the unclassified level, what types of 

operations have the greatest need for judge advocates?  Counter-

terrorism?  Rule of law?  Cyber-security?  Detention operations?  

Training foreign military forces?  

  

2. What types of operations could be better supported by judge 

advocates?   

 

3. In your experience, at what levels of commands or staffs are 

judge advocates most effective?   

 

4. Where should the Military Departments and Services invest 

their resources in terms of the education and training of judge 

advocates for operational law assignments?   

 

5. Do you expect to see an increase in the complexity of 

operational authorities (e.g. legal constraints and restraints) 

in the future?   If yes, do you expect that they will generate 

additional judge advocate requirements? 

 

JUDGE ADVOCATE REQUIREMENTS - IN GENERAL 

 

1.  Looking back over the course of your military career, how 

has the role of the judge advocate changed in supporting 

military operations and do you expect it to continue to change?   

 

2.  Unique among the services, Marine judge advocates are 

regular unrestricted line officers, who compete for promotion 

and command alongside their peers from other occupational 

specialties (MOS).  Accordingly they are expected to be “PME 

complete,” and complete tours in B-billets, to be well-rounded 

MAGTF officers.  How, if at all, does this policy and 

organization for the provision of legal services support the 

operational commander and staff?  

 

3.  To what extent do you believe that the advice you receive 

from judge advocates is purely legal advice, as distinguished 

from a blend of legal and policy advice?  

 

4.  Based on your command and staff assignments since 9/11, what 

value do you attach to the role of the uniformed judge advocate 

in supporting the accomplishment of your respective operational 

missions in those assignments?   

 



5.  On May 8, 2010, the Secretary of Defense called for the 

Defense Department, including the Military Departments and 

Services, to convert sufficient "tail" to "tooth" to provide the 

equivalent of roughly two to three percent real growth in 

resources needed to sustain combat power at a time of war and 

make investments to prepare for an uncertain future.  In your 

view, where do judge advocates fall in the continuum of tooth to 

tail?   

 

6.  In your judgment, will the Marine Corps require additional 

judge advocates to support operating forces, operational staffs, 

and commanders in the future?   

 

JUDGE ADVOCATE REQUIREMENTS – MARINE FORCES RESERVE 

 

The Marine Corps has several hundred reserve Judge Advocates, 

many of whom have been relatively recently organized under a 

Reserve Legal Services Support Section (R-LSSS).  The SJA to the 

CMC, informs us that over 150 Marine reserve judge advocates 

deployed so far in OIF and OEF since 2001, these numbers 

represent a fourth of the total Marine judge advocates deployed 

in support of those operations.  Many of these reserve judge 

advocates deployed as members of their organic reserve unit 

(e.g. 4402 Captains or Majors deploying as a Bn JA, company 

commander, or Bn staff for a reserve infantry battalion).  The 

majority however, deployed to directly augment the active 

component (e.g. MNF-W SJA staff, Rgt and Bn JAs, and 

requirements levied on the Marines for JAs on JTFs, such as MNC-

I/MNF-I and TF-134). 

 

1.  Is the use of reserve judge advocates to augment unstructured  
active component contingency requirements consistent with the 

intended purpose and use of the Marine reserve component?    

  


